TOOLS OF THE TRADE
The Southern Folger TestPro test unit is a sturdy, portable unit for preventive maintenance checks.

With easy-to read indicator lights, this ergonomically designed test unit will operate all current models of Southern Steel and Folger Adam electric and pneumatic locks and locking devices. Controls are consolidated into a single set of switches for all lock functions.

STANDARD FEATURES:

• Indication – Two sets of colored indication lights are included on each unit.
  ° Green Secure/Red Unsecure for DPS indication
  ° Green Secure/Red Unsecure for auxiliary indication
• Fuse Protection – A 4-amp fuse is mounted on the front of the test unit for easy replacement. Spare fuse holder stores replacement fuse.
• Voltage Selector – A key-operated, multi-voltage selector switch allows operation of 24VDC and 120VAC units.
• Cycle Type Selector – A key operated cycle type selector switch allows operation of half cycle and full cycle devices.
• Three-position center-off control switch allows open/close type testing. The control switch is momentary contact, spring-loaded to the center-off position.
• Case – Ergonomically designed steel case.
• Power Connection – all units are equipped with a 3-prong, industrial rated 120VAC GFI power plug with integral test and reset controls
Test Pro
Universal test unit

The Southern Folger test box is a great tool for the everyday detention locksmith. You can test your lock in the jamb or use it at your lock bench to test repairs before you install them.

This unit can test 24v and 120v locks and quickly pays for itself.
The Hinge Doctor® is the time saving, hinge restoration tool you have been looking for. Sagging doors repaired in seconds!

**MOGUL CYLINDER 2” TAP**

Chase your rusty or damaged lock threads.

**Cost $567.03**

**MOGUL CYLINDER 2” DIE**

Fix damage to your 2” mogul cylinders

**Cost $517.50**

**BUILDERS CYLINDER TAP & DIE SET**

You may have a lock cylinder or lock where the cylinder was threaded in crooked or have a cylinder with marks from a set screw. This Mortise Cylinder Lock Tap & Die Set was designed to repair this type of damage

**Cost $251.58**

**HINGE DOCTOR DETENTION #4**

The Hinge Doctor® is the time saving, hinge restoration tool you have been looking for. Sagging doors repaired in seconds!

**Cost $105.00**
HINGE DOCTOR 4PC SET
Get the Hinge Doctor® in a convenient KIT or in 4 individual sizes. Each one is used for several different sizes and types of hinges.

COST $256.87

CRIMPER FOR MOLEX PINS
This tool is used to crimp molex pins to repair wires.

COST $198.00

MOLEX PIN REMOVER
Press the pins out of the molex plug

COST $29.00

WE ALSO SELL MOLEX PINS

MOGUL CYLINDER TOOL KIT
_A must have if you pin cylinders_

Kit includes; pin hole reamer, pin pliers, follower, tumbler tweezers, pin reamer tool, service block, key cylinder block, and strip compressor.
FOLGER ADAM 110 CYLINDER PINNING KIT

FOLGER ADAM 190 CYLINDER PINNING KIT

SS M5 MOGUL PINNING KIT

SS M5 MASTER KEYING PINNING KIT
TAMPER PROOF KEY RINGS
These high security stainless steel rings cannot be opened without detection thus preventing asset removal or substitution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crimper</td>
<td>$115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closer</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 5/8” Ring</td>
<td>$5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” Ring</td>
<td>$5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3” Ring</td>
<td>$6.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Steam Cleaner
Over the years we have discovered that one of the most frustrating problems that inmates create is squeezing toothpaste into lock cylinders. We find that a steam cleaner can soften and remove toothpaste very efficiently saving you valuable time. No MSDS required, this unit is chemical free.

Cost $65.00

PIN TORX DRIVER SET
Western Detention Driver set
Includes T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30 & T40

Cost $25.00
Super Lube

Super Lube® Grease is a patented synthetic NLGI grade 2 heavy-duty, multipurpose lubricant with PTFE. Synthetic base fluids and the addition of PTFE micro powders combine to form a premium lubricant that provides longer life protection against friction, wear, rust and corrosion. Machinery lasts longer, downtime is reduced, and productivity is increased.

Super Lube® Grease is a USDA listed Food Grade lubricant, rated H-1 for incidental food contact.
Super Lube® Grease will not run or drip, does not evaporate or form gummy deposits and will not melt or separate.
Super Lube® Grease outlasts conventional greases 50-100% and has excellent adhesion.
Key Cylinder Nut Wrench

Western Detention has designed an easy-to-use spanner wrench for Southern Steel and Folger Adam key cylinder rings; and it’s always nice to have one of these handy. Made from 304 stainless steel.
Dial Caliper with 6 Inch Measuring Range
Stainless Steel w/case

6" Inch Stainless Steel 4-Way Measurement Dial Caliper .001" Shock Proof SAE
Measurement in SAE (inch)
Measurement types: internal dimension, external dimension, depth and steps
Made of high quality hardened stainless steel
Large DIAL Display
With a small locking thumb screw which locks the jaws in place
Measure range: 0 - 6"
Resolution: 0.0005"
Accuracy: 0.001"
Sliding Door Tool

If you have an automated sliding door, you need to know what the closing pressure is. Most devices are adjustable and have a recommended closing force of 40-60lbs. This is a tool we developed over the years to measure the closing force. Simple but effective, this tool and your time can prevent someone from being seriously injured.
FRAMON 2J

This is a detention code machine. We sell this machine set up to cut Folger Adam & Southern Steel Paracentric and Mogul keys. A special vice is included with the machine to clamp the larger keys. This is a code origination machine. You do need to know your key codes To operate the machine.

Here at Western Detention we have used this machine for over 16 years

Call for price quote
FRAMON JD-12

This is a great way to start duplicating your own detention keys. The JD-12 is a precision duplicating machine and incorporates cnc-grade linear ball bearings on both the X & Y axis, as well as hardened rods. This gives the machine an extremely smooth motion & allows precise user control. An interchangeable guide allows the machine to be converted from cutting paracentric-style keys to cutting mogul keys. All cutting wheels for the machine are made of solid carbide.

Call for price quote
$200.00

DOOR LIFTER 2

Save your back and install doors in a snap with the door lifter. Place the door lifter beneath the door and easily lift the door into position by simply stepping on the lifter handle. This is a handy tool to have it also works great for checking the door for worn hinges.
The Hinge Doctor 4pc set

Repair sagging doors in 15 seconds.

1. Slip hinge doctor over hinge
2. Open door or attach and turn wrench
3. Done!

This is a must have for every facility!
If you’re too busy to repair your locks
Send them to us for a rebuild at our factory
Authorized repair facility

Wendell working hard rebuilding NS400 and 10300

Western Detention
3711 E Deer Park-Milan Road
Deer Park WA 99006

Phone: 888-745-0530
Fax: 509-292-2449
E-mail: sales@westerndetention.com